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Abstract— Small (down to 1 mV/mm) electric fields will 
polarize neurons by only a small amount; for this reason small 
electric fields have previously been considered to have no 
physiologically relevant effects.  However, here we propose a 
novel mechanism by which the non-linear properties of single 
neurons 'amplify' very small electric fields.  Specifically, an 
amplified change in timing of action potential firing (∆T) is 
inversely proportional to the slope of depolarizing ramp 
stimulation and proportional to the amount of polarization 
(∆V) caused by the electric fields: ∆T=∆V/(ramp slope).  Thus, 
when responding to slow depolarizing synaptic input, small 
electric fields can have significant effects on spike timing.  
Hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons were depolarized with 
injections of depolarizing current ramps approximating 
synaptic input.  Simultaneously, neurons were polarized by 
either DC holding currents or extracellular uniform DC 
electrical fields and the resulting changes in spike timing 
quantified.  Consistent with our hypothesis, the polarization 
induced by each method was found to affect firing time linearly 
with the amount of polarization, scaled (amplified) with the 
inverse of the injected ramp slope consistent with our 
hypothesis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
hough it is well established that electric fields can 
modulate brain function, many aspects of the interaction 

of electric fields with nervous tissue remain unclear [1]. In 
particular the mechanisms by which small (down to 1 
mV/mm) electric fields modulate nervous system function 
needs to be quantified [2]. The study of how small electric 
fields affect brain function is important for several reasons. 
First, these studies directly address concerns about the 
potential risks of human exposure to environmental electro-
magnetic fields such as those generated by power-lines and 
mobile phones. Second, these studies provide insight into 
the mechanisms by which electric fields generated by the 
brain itself (as are manifest in the EEG) could 'feed-back' 
unto the brain and modulate brain function. Lastly, they 
have practical application in the design of low-intensity 
brain stimulation devices for the treatment of neurological 
diseases.  

Temporal coding is emerging as an important concept of 

information processing in the central nervous system. While 
neurons often encode information in their firing rate, the 
timing of individual action potentials (spikes) has also been 
shown to carry significant information [3].  Cortical neurons 
have been identified that fire with an accuracy of a few 
milliseconds in response to sensory stimuli [4]-[8], in 
synchrony with overt behavior [9], and in phase with 
ongoing extracellular field potential oscillations [10], [11].  
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Here we consider for the first time, how small electric 
fields, which are in themselves not sufficient to trigger or 
suppress action potential activation in response to synaptic 
input, may nonetheless have a profound effect on neuronal 
information processing through induced changes in spike 
timing.  Specifically, we investigated in CA1 pyramidal 
neurons, if the neuronal firing time in response to a 
depolarizing ramp, varies linearly with field induced 
potential, with a gain factor equal to the inverse of the ramp 
slope. 

II. METHODS 
Transverse hippocampal slices (350 µm) were prepared 

from male Sprague-Dawley rats (125–150 g); anaesthetized 
with intraperitoneal ketamine (7.4 mg kg-1) and xylazine 
(0.7 mg kg-1) and killed by cervical dislocation. The slices 
were stored in a holding chamber submerged in artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) consisting of (mM): 125 NaCl, 
26 NaHCO3, 3 KCl, 1.6 CaCl2, 1.5 MgS04, 1.25 
NaH2PO4, and 10 glucose, bubbled with a mixture of 95% 
O2–5% CO2. After >60 min, slices were transferred to an 
interface recording chamber at 33°C. 

Uniform DC electric fields were generated across 
individual slices by passing current between two parallel 
electrodes placed on the surface of the ACSF in the interface 
chamber (Figure 1); the wires were parallel to the direction 
of perfusate flow. Fields were applied using chlorided Ag 
wires, 12 mm long and placed 10 mm apart. Field 
waveforms were generated by a Power 1401 signal 
acquisition system (Cambridge Electronic Design, 
Cambridge, UK) and converted to a constant current by a 
stimulus isolation unit (2200, A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA, 
USA). The electric field (mV mm-1) in the chamber was 
measured by two recording electrodes separated by 1 mm 
and calibrated to the current passed through the Ag–AgCl 
electrodes [12]-[14]; the polarity convention used refers to 
the anode on the Alveus side of the hippocampus.  
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Electric fields were generated across tissue and the 
resulting potential of a single neuron was monitored.  
Application of a constant uniform field induced a membrane 
polarization.  As explained, this polarization linearly 
affected the time to action potential in response to a 
depolarizing current ramp.  The inverse of the ramp slope 
determined the efficacy of the field to induce this timing 
change. The polarization of the neuron was dependent on 
the direction of the field.  Consistent with previous reports 
[14], the magnitude of the polarization was a linear function 
of field strength (Figure 4A).  The steady-state sensitivity 
(coupling strength) of neurons ranged from 0.06 to 0.22 mV 
per 1 mV/mm applied uniform field (n=24).   

 
Fig. 1.  A) Schematic of method for generating uniform extracellular fields 
across the CA1 region of the hippocampus and method for measuring 
artifact free transmembrane potential.  B) Measured field strength 
distribution in mV/mm in relation to field generating electrodes. 
 
Conventional recording technniques were used to measure 
activity from the CA1 pyramidal cell region.  Intracellular 
electrodes (70–120 MΩ, pulled on a P-97; Sutter 
Instruments, Novato, CA, USA) were filled with 3M 
potassium chloride. The voltage recorded by a field 
electrode (placed within 50 µm of the impaled neuron) was 
subtracted from the intracellular potential to obtain the 
transmembrane voltage and remove the exogenous potential 
artefact.  Depolarizing intracellular current ramps were 
generated and triggered to halt upon action potential 
detection. The field waveforms were applied 400 ms before 
activation of depolarizing intracellular current ramps. The 
current ramps used (.1-.6nA/S) were selected to ensure a 
quasi-linear voltage response prior to sodium channel 
activation. Signals were subtracted, amplified, and low-pass 
filtered (1–10 kHz) with an Axoclamp-2B (Axon 
Instruments, Union City, CA, USA) and FLA-01 amplifiers 
(Cygnus Technology, Delaware Water Gap, PA, USA); 
digitized and processed using a Power 1401 and Signal 
software (CED). 

III. RESULTS 
The novel single neuron amplification mechanism was 

validated in hippocampal slices.  CA1 Pyramidal neurons 
were slightly polarized by varied levels of DC intracellular 
holding current and their firing time in response to 
depolarizing ramps were measured.  For each ramp, we 
determined the change in firing time resulting from a change 
in DC holding current.  In separate experiments, the linear 
effects of DC electrical field polarization of a single neuron 
were then quantified and verified to be linear.  Finally, 
current ramps were incorporated into electric field 
experiments to verify DC holding current timing 
amplification mechanisms held true for analogous 
extracellular DC electric field polarizations. 

A. Validation of Novel Amplification Mechanism 
  Hyper-polarization of the neuron with an increasingly 

negative DC holding current, incrementally delayed action 
potential firing time in response to an intracellular ramp 
(n=10).  The change in timing increased with the holding 
current, and inversely with ramp slope (Figure 2,3).  These 
results show that the membrane dynamics of real CA1 

pyramidal neurons support the novel single neuron 
amplification mechanism proposed.  A) B) 

B. Effects of Uniform DC Electric Fields 

Applied fields could significantly modulate the firing 
latency of single neurons to intracellular ramp current 
injection.  Fields inducing membrane hyperpolarization 
delayed action potential initiation while fields inducing 
membrane depolarization had the opposite effect (Figure 
4B). The relationship between AP timing and depolarizing 
ramp slope, demonstrated for changes in intracellular 
holding current (Figure 3), was shown to be valid for 
polarization by extracellular fields (Figure 4).   

Using a ramp slope of .4 nA/s and 80 repetitions per field 
magnitude, we observed a significant (p<.05) change in 
timing under +/- 1 mV/mm field strengths (n=3).  It is 
expected further experimental optimization can be 
incorporated in future studies of single neurons to resolve 
the effects of smaller fields on timing.  

IV. DISCUSSION 
Here we show the effects of electric fields, when coupled 
with a depolarizing input, affect the timing to firing 
threshold. This process results from the non-linear properties 
of brain cells, and depends on the following: the threshold 
voltage is not a function of the baseline membrane potential  
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Fig. 2.  Intracellular recordings of CA1 pyramidal cell response to 

depolarizing current ramps. A) Response to a .6nA/S intracellular current 
ramp.  B) Response to a .4nA/S intracellular current ramp. In both cases 
hyperpolarization  (∆V)  delayed the AP firing time.  The change  (∆T), is 
inversely proportional to depolarizing ramp slope,  ∆TA < ∆TB). Action 
potentials clipped.  



 
 

 

or the depolarizing ramp slope. This holds if an injected 
current ramp to a neuron relates linearly to an induced 
voltage ramp [15], and that a uniform DC electric field has a 
linear relationship to neuronal polarization.  Our previous 
studies have shown that hippocampal neuron polarization is 
a quasi-linear function of field magnitude, indicating that 
even very small extracellular fields will polarize neurons 
[14]. 

We found that a 1 mV/mm uniform field induced a 
transmembrane potential change up to ~0.2 mV. Compared 
to the scale of depolarization necessary to bring a neuron 
from rest to threshold (~15 mV), these fields were 
previously considered insignificant with respect to action 
potential initiation. Previous action potential threshold 
studies identified changes due to electric fields less than 5 
mV/mm [16]. Rather than spike generation, here we 
examined changes in timing, with respect to our novel 
amplification mechanism. Our results provide a mechanism 
for the effects on network spike timing previously 
demonstrated with exogenous uniform fields as low as 0.1 
mV/mm [17], [18].  

In summary, these results demonstrate our hypothesis for 
magnification of the effect of small electric fields through 
changes in the timing of action potentials.  These results are 
particularly relevant for situations in which small electric 
fields are manifest in the brain.  
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Fig. 3. The inverse relationship between the ramp slope and the sensitivity 
to membrane polarization due to negative DC holding current can be 
summarized in a single plot. Experimental results (“x”) fit directly to the 
theoretical prediction of a 1/ramp slope timing change per transmembrane 
polarization.  Error bars represent standard error of the slope of a regression 
line fitting holding current (nA) versus AP timing (s) data. 
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Fig. 4. A) Application of a uniform field caused the polarization of a CA1 
pyramidal neuron; the magnitude of the polarization was linearly related to 
the amplitude of the electric field (reported: mean +/- SD). B)  Relationship 
between change in firing time and initial membrane polarization (induced 
by applied field) for three different ramp slopes.  Note that for each ramp 
slope, the relationship between firing time (∆T) and polarization (∆V) is 
linear; moreover, the slope of this relationship is inversely related to the 
ramp slope. The injected current ramp (.4, .5, .6 nA/S) reported as voltage 
(6.8, 8.5, 10.2 mV/S respectively, scaled by this particular cell resistance of 
17.5MΩ).  The change in timing for any given membrane polarization 
increases (is ‘amplified’) as the slope of the ramp is decreased. 
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